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PHI-STABLE OPERATORS
AND INNER APPROXIMATION-SOLVABILITY
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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We extend, by applying a theorem of Petryshyn (1970), the approx-

imation-solvability of the nonlinear functional equations involving strongly sta-

ble Hilbert space mappings to the case of strongly </>-stable mappings—a new

and rather general class of mappings. These mappings constitute a generaliza-

tion of monotone mappings. Finally, we upgrade the obtained results to the

case of Banach space mappings.

1. Introduction

Let X and Y be separable complex Banach spaces with X* and Y* de-

noting their respective duals. Let D be a given set in X and A: D c X ^ Y

be a (nonlinear) mapping. To investigate the approximation-solvability of the

equation Ax - b (x £ D, b £ Y), Petryshyn [7] and Browder and Petryshyn

[1] considered an approximation scheme 7r0 = {X„, Pn, Yn, Q„} represented

by an accompanying diagram

X  —±->  Y

(i-D p,[ ja.

Xn -J^ Yn

where {Xn} C X and {Y„} c Y are sequences of monotonically increasing

finite-dimensional subspaces with dim Xn = dim Yn for each 77 and Pn: X —>

Xn and Qn'Y^>Yn are linear continuous projections such that P„x —> x and

Qny —> y for x £ X and y £ Y. Here and in what follows, the symbols "-+"

and "->" shall denote the strong and weak convergence, respectively.

There are various numerical methods that lie beyond the scope of the approx-

imation scheme Tin = {Xn , Pn, Y„, Qn}, especially if we want to approximate

solutions of an equation in some function space X by solutions of equations

in some discrete space X„ , which is not a subspace of X. Motivated by these

practial considerations, the upgrades of the scheme 7tn were considered; for

example, the approximation scheme 7Ti = {Xn, En, Rn, Yn, Q„} represented

by diagram (1.2) where we embed the elements of X„ somehow into X, say
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492 R. U. VERMA

by En: Xn —► X, while restricting the elements of X to some X„, say by

R„: X —+A„,

X      —*—>  Y

(L2) R„ En Qn

Xn     -4- Y„

where all An = QnAE„ are continuous. For a nice survey on the approximation

schemes, see [1, 2], and for more details on the approximation-solvability, see

[1, 2, 4, 6-8, 10, 13-15].
Now we give an example where the approximation scheme ?ri is suitable,

i.e., we want to approximate solutions of an equation in some function space

X by solutions of equations in some discrete space X„ = R", which is not a
subspace of X.

Example 1.1. Consider an integral equation

x(t)= f k(t, s)x(s) ds + f(t)
Jo

on C([0, 1]) and k £ C([0, 1] x [0, 1]). Then it is natural to approximate

J0 y(s) ds by the convergent mechanical quadrature, i.e., we write

/  y(s)ds = Y]anjy(s„j) + rn(y)

with fixed coefficients anj > 0, interpolation points 0 < s„\ < ■•• < sHn = 1,

and the remainder rn such that rn(y) —► 0 on C([0, 1]). This is how the

integral equation is approximated by the discrete system
n

Cni = / J Q-njK-\Sni > SnjjCnj "r / (Sni)

7=1

for  i = I, ... , n, obtained by neglecting r„  and setting t = s„j  for  i =

1, ... , 77.

Next, we proceed to recall some definitions corresponding to approximation

scheme 7ii = {X„, E„, R„, Yn, Qn} represented by diagram (1.2) and the

equation Ax — b  (x £ X) along with approximate equations

Anxn = Q„b       (xn£ X„,  n = 1,2, ...).

Definition 1.2 (approximation-compatibility). An approximation scheme 7ii is

said to be compatible if for all x £ X

lim \\E„Rnx - x\\x = 0,
n—»oo

where || • H* denotes the norm in X .

Definition 1.3 (admissible inner approximation scheme). An approximation

scheme nx is said to be an admissible inner approximation scheme iff the fol-

lowing hold:

(i) X and Y are infinite-dimensional normed spaces over a field K (real

or complex).
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(ii) Xn and Yn are normed spaces over K with dim Xn - dim Y„ < oo for

all 77.

(iii) For all n , E„: X„ —► X and Q„: Y —> Y„ are linear and continuous

with sup \\En\\ < 00 and sup ||Q„|| < oo .
(iv) The approximation scheme nx is compatible in the sense of Definition

1.2.

Definition 1.4 (solvability). The equation Ax = b is said to be solvable if it has

a solution for each b £ Y.

Definition 1.5 (unique approximation-solvability). The equation Ax = b is said

to be uniquely approximation-solvable if, for each b £ Y, the following hold:

(i) The equation Ax = b has a unique solution.

(ii) For each n > no, the approximate equation Anx„ = Qnb, x„ £ Xn,

has a unique solution.

(iii) The sequence (jc„) converges to the solution x of the equation Ax = b

in the sense that lim„—oo \\E„x„ - x\\x = 0.

Definition 1.6 (approximation-properness). A mapping A: X —> Y is said to

be approximation-proper (A-proper) with respect to the approximation scheme

nx, if the following holds: Let (77') be any subsequence of the sequence of

natural numbers. If (xn>) is a sequence with xn> £ Xn< for all n', and if

(i) lim^oo \\Anlxn> - Q„>b\\Yn, = 0 for fixed b £ Y and

(ii) sup ||jc„-||x„, < 00,

then there exists a subsequence (x„») such that lim„_00 \\Ennxn>i - x\\x = 0

and Ax = b.

Definition 1.7 (approximation-consistency). An approximation scheme 771 is

said to be consistent if for all x £ X

lim \\Q„Ax-AnR„x\\Yll=0.
n—>oo

Definition 1.8 (approximation-stability). An approximation scheme nx is said

to be stable if for all x, y £ Xn there is an no such that

\\Anx-Any\\Yn>n(\\x-y\\Xri)

for all n > n0 . Here p.: R+ —> R+ is some gauge function.

Before we proceed further, let us recall a theorem of Petryshyn [6], crucial

to the development of our results on the approximation-solvability.

Lemma 1.9. If the approximation scheme nx = {Xn , En, R„, Yn, Q„} repre-

sents an admissible inner approximation with consistency and stability, then for

each b £ Y the equation Ax = b, x £ X, is uniquely approximation-solvable

iff A is A-proper.

Definition 1.10. Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces. Let a map </>: X —► Y

be such that

(i)  (j>(X) is dense in Y and

(ii) for each x e X and each t > 0, \\tf>(x)\\ < \\x\\ and <f>(tx) = t<j>(x).
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A mapping A: X —> Y* from X into Y*, the dual of Y, is said to be
strongly testable if there is a constant c > 0 such that

\[Ax - Au, (j>(x - u)]\ > c\\x - u\\2    for all x, u £ X,

where [•, •] is the pairing between 7* and Y .

Similarly, A: X —> Y* is called strongly 0-monotone if there is a constant

d > 0 such that

ReLLx - Au, <j>(x - u)] > d\\x - u\\2     for all x, u £ X.

We note that when Y = X* (X reflexive), A: X —► X is strongly 0-accretive

in the sense of Ray [9].

The main aim of this paper is to generalize the results on the approximation-

solvability of the functional equations involving strongly stable mappings, by

applying a theorem of Petryshyn [6] to the case of strongly ^-stable mappings—

a new and rather general class of mappings—in a Hilbert space setting. In the

final section, we upgrade the obtained results to a Banach space setting with a

more general approximation scheme.

A word of caution: For the sake of simplicity, in what follows the symbol

|| • || shall denote all norms || • \\x , || • \\Xn, || • ||y , || • ||y., || • ||y , and || • \\Y;
in spaces X, Xn, Y, Yn , Y*, and Y*, respectively. We feel the steps will be

self-indicative to the reader of which norm is used.

2. Inner approximation scheme

Let X be a separable complex Hilbert space with dim X = oo. Let us

consider the equation

(2.1) Ax = b,       x£X,

along with approximate equations

(2.2) PnAEnx„ = Pnb

for x„ £ X„ , n — 1,2, ... , corresponding to an approximation scheme 7t2 =

{X„ , E„, P„} , represented by a diagram

X  —*—      X      —^  X

(2-3) En p„     E„ P„

Y "ntp£'n y An y
An ►       An ►   An

where all A„ = P„AEn are continuous, X„ = span{ej, ... , e„} for a complete

orthonormal system (ei) in X, Pn: X -> Xn is orthogonal projection from X

onto X„ and £„:!„-»! is the embedding with I, CI (i.e., Enxn = x„

for all xn £ X„). Then the approximate problems (2.2) relate to a projection

method—Galerkin method. For 77 = 1, 2, ... , equation (2.2) is equivalent to

the Galerkin equations

(Ax„, <pej) = (b, 4>ef)

for xn £ X„ , j = I, ... , n , where (•, •) is the standard inner product. Note

that E„ and P„ are linear and continuous for all 77.
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3. Solvability and approximation-solvability

Let us first start with the solvability of the equation Ax - b.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose A: X —> X is strongly testable and continuous on a
separable Hilbert space X with dimX < oo and that tp: X —> X is continuous.

Then the equation Ax = b  (x £ X) has a unique solution for each b £ X.

For <j> = I in Theorem 3.1, we have

Corollary 3.2. If A: X —> X is strongly stable, then the equation Ax = b (x £

X) has a unique solution for every b £ X.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since A is strongly (^-stable, it is immediate that there

is a constant c > 0 such that

(3.1) \(Ax-Ay,4>(x-y))\>c\\x-y\\1

for all x, y £ X. It follows that

\\Ax-Ay\\>c\\x-y\\,

and so A is injective.   Furthermore, by using condition (3.1), we have for

X£X

\(Ax, <p(x))\ = \(Ax - A(0), <p(x)) + L4(0), <p(x))\

>\(Ax-A(0),<t>(x))\-\(A(0),<i>(x))\

>c|W|2-P(O)||||0(x)||

>c||x||2-M(0)||||x|| = ^(||x||)||x||,

where y/(r) = cr - ||^(0)|| is some gauge function. It follows that ||.4x|| >

^(||x||) for x/0. For each M > 0, therefore, there exists k(M) such that

||Ax|| < M, implying ||x|| < k(M). Thus, A~x carries bounded subsets of

R(A), the range of A , into bounded subsets of X, and is Lipschitz continuous

from R(A) to X. By the Brouwer theorem on invariance of domain, R(A) is

open. To this end, it only remains to show that R(A) is closed.
To show this, let Axm —<■ b as m-nxi. Thus (Axm) is a Cauchy sequence.

By condition (3.1), we have

c\\xm - x„||2 < |(^xm - Axn , tp(xm - x„))\

< \\Axm-Ax„\\ ||0(xm-x„)|| < \\Axm-Axn\\ ||xm-x„||,

and so

f||Xm -X„|| < \\Axm - AX„\\ -»0      as 777 , 77 —» oo.

It follows that ||xm - x„|| —> 0, and hence (xm) is also a Cauchy sequence,

implying xm —> x as 777 —> 00. Since A is continuous, Ax = b, implying

b £ R(A). This concludes the proof.

Theorem 3.3. Let 112 = {X„, E„, Pn} be the approximation scheme represented

by diagram (2.3), and let </>: X -> X be such that

Pn(pEnx — (j>x    for all x £ X„ and each n.

If A: X —► X is strongly testable and continuous on a separable Hilbert space

X with dim X = 00, and if d> is weakly continuous, then the equation Ax = b

(x £ X) is uniquely approximation-solvable for each b £ X.
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Corollary 3.4. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, if B: X -* X is

compact then A + B: X -» X is also A-proper with respect to the approximation

scheme 712.

Corollary 3.5. Let 712 = {Xn , E„ , Pn} be the approximation scheme. If A: X —>
X is strongly tf>-monotone and continuous, and if B: X —> X is compact, then

for each nonzero k £ K (field), the mapping k(A + B): X —> X is A-proper with

respect to approximation scheme %2.

Corollary 3.6. For 4> — I, Theorem 3.3 is reduced to Zeidler [15, Theorem 343].

Proof of Theorem 3.3. To prove this, we apply Lemma 1.9, i.e., we first need

to show the approximation scheme 712 is an admissible inner approximation

scheme along with consistency and stability and then A is A-proper with respect

tO  772 •

Since \\En\\ — 1 and ||P„|| = 1 For all n , and since Pnx —► x as 77 —► 00 for

all x £ X, this implies that

lim \\EnP„x - x|| = 0    for all x € X,
n—>oo

i.e., the compatibility condition, in the sense of Definition 1.2.

Consistency. Since the approximation scheme 7^2 is compatible and A is

continuous, it follows that \\AE„P„x - Ax\\ —> 0 as 77 —> 00. Furthermore,

since sup \\Pn\\ < 00 , we arrive at the consistency condition for all x £ X

\\PnAx - AnP„x\\ = \\PnAx - PnAEnPnx\\

< ||P„|| ||^x - AEnPnx\\ —> 0    as 77 -» 00.

Stability. Since A is strongly ^-stable, we have for all x, y £ X

\(Ax-Ay,4>(x-y))\>c\\x-y\\2.

For all x, y £ X„ , it follows that

\\Anx - A„y\\ \\tp(x - y)\\ > \(A„x - Any, J>(x - y))\

= \(PnAEnx-PnAEny,tp(x-y))\

{ ' ' = \(Ax - Ay, P„<Kx - y))\

= \(Ax-Ay,cj>(x-y))\>c\\x-y\\2,

and consequently,

\\Anx - Any\\ > c\\x - y\\     for all x, y £ Xn .

A-properness. To show A is A-proper, let sup||x„|| < 00 and

(3.3) \\P„AE„x„ - P„b\\ —> 0    as 77 —> 00,

where xn £ Xn. Since X is reflexive, there exists a subsequence (again) denoted

(x„) such that xn —- x in X as 77 —► 00. We need only show that x„ —» x in

X as n —> 00, and Ax = b . For all y £ X , we have

(x„ - P„x, y) = (x„ , y) - (P„x ,y)-+0,

and so x„ - P„x —- 0. It follows that, as n —* 00,

Pnb -^ b,        Pnx -» x,        AP„x —> Ax,        P„AP„x —> Ax,
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and hence

Pn(Axn - APnx) = [PnAxn - P„b] + [Pnb - P„APnx] ^b-Ax.

Now, by condition (3.1), we have

c||x„ - Pnx\\2 < \(PnAxn - P„APnx, <j>(xn - Pnx))\

= \(P„(Axn - AP„x), tf)(xn - Pnx))\ -+0    as 77-^00,

and so ||x„ - Pnx\\ —> 0 as n —> oo, implying x„ - P„x -+ 0 as 77 —► co . Since

||.E„|| < 00, it implies

||.E„x„ - EnP„x\\ -> 0    as n —> 00.

Moreover, the compatibility condition (in the sense of Definition 1.2) implies

\\E„P„x - x\\ —> 0    as 77-> 00.

It follows that \\Enx„ - x\\ —> 0 as 77 —► 00 . Again, since x„ - Pnx —> 0 implies

that xn —> x as 77 —► 00, the assumption (3.3) implies that Ax„ -» b, and A

is continuous, we obtain Ax - b, i.e., A is A-proper.
Now the proof follows by an application of Lemma 1.9, and this concludes

the proof.

4. Concluding remarks

It seems that Theorem 3.3 can be upgraded to the case of Banach spaces by

extending the approximation scheme in the following manner: Let X and Y

be separable complex Banach spaces (X reflexive) with dim X = dim Y — 00,

and let A: X —► Y* from X to Y*, the dual of Y, be strongly ^-stable and
continuous. Let (X„) and (Y„) respectively be Galerkin schemes in X and Y

such that

Xn = span{^!„, ... , e„>n}

and

Yn = span{/i„, ... , /„<„},        77 = 1, 2, ... .

Let E„: X„ -> X and Q„:Y„-*Y be the embedding mappings with X„ c X
and Y„ C Y. We construct Rn: X —► Xn in such a manner that for each x £ X

there exists at least an element R„x e Xn such that ||x - R„x\\ = dist(x, X„).

We consider the equation

(4.1) Ax = b,        x£X, b£ Y",

along with approximation equations

(4.2) Anxn = Q*b,       x„eX„, 71 = 1,2,...,

corresponding to an approximation scheme 773 = {Xn, E„, R„ , Y„ , Qn, S„,

Y*, Q*} represented by a diagram

Y     i-      X      -^—^ Y*

(4-3) Qn S„ R„ E„ Qn

Yn      J^-      Xn      -±-+Yi
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where <pn = Sn(f>En and An = Q*AE„ are continuous and En , Q„, Q*, Sn

are linear and continuous.

For 7? = 1, 2, ... , the approximate equation (4.2) is equivalent to

(4.4) [Ax„ , S„<f>ejn] = [b, S„4>ejn]

for xn € X„, j = 1,..., ri.

Theorem 4.1. Let 773 = {Xn, E„, R„, Yn , Sn , Qn, Y*, Q*} be an approxima-

tion scheme represented by diagram (4.3), and let </>: X -* Y be such that

Sn4>Enx — 4>x    for all x £ Xn and each n .

If A: X —► Y* is strongly cp-stable and continuous, and if 4> is weakly con-

tinuous, then for each b £ Y* the equation Ax = b, x £ X, is uniquely

approximation-solvable.

For Y = X,  Y„ = X„, S„ = R„, Q„ = E„, and Q*n = E*, diagram (4.3)
reduces to

X  —^     X      -^-^ X*

(4-5) £.| r„[]e„ Je;

Xn   -^       Xn       -^  X*

corresponding to an approximation scheme 714 = {Xn , E„, Rn, X*, E*} .

Corollary 4.2. Let 714 = {Xn, E„ , Rn , X*, E*} be an approximation scheme

for the pair (X, X*), and let 4>: X —> X be such that

R„(j)Enx = <j)x    for all x £ Xn and each n.

If A: X —► X* is strongly 4>-stable and continuous, then for each b £ X* the

equation Ax = b, x £ X, is uniquely approximation-solvable.

Corollary 4.3. For tf> — I in Corollary 4.2, we arrive at Zeidler [15, Proposition

34.9] corresponding to an approximation scheme represented by

X      —^ X*

(4-6) r,[]eh [e;

Xn    -^-> x;
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